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Tap Three Kingdoms Announces Christmas Events
Published on 12/21/12
Muhe Network Technology Co. Ltd. introduces Tap Three Kingdoms 1.0 for iOS. Tap Three
Kingdoms is an online simulation game set in the historic Tri Dynasty Era in China.
Players build their own troops and army, conquer kingdoms and become the king that rises
above all. With beautiful graphics that bring players back in time, the game includes live
chats, Hero training, and substantial war system. To thank all customers, Muhe Network
announces exiting events for Chirstmas.
Shanghai, China - Muhe Network is exited to announce special Christmas Events on its hot
game Tap Three Kingdoms 1.0. All the players have a chance to enjoy the events. The events
will start from December 21st 2012 to January 3rd 2013, so hurry up and may the White
Christmas be with you. Muhe Network would like to thank all customers and wishes everyone
a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year 2013!
Tap Three Kingdoms is an online simulation game that uses Tri Dynasty era from the history
of China as a back ground. For players that don't understand the history of the Tri
dynasty era, here's a little description. At end of East Han dynasty, the emperor's royal
family and eunuch officials are not only corrupted, they also abused their powers as
government officials. Along with all these problems there were also many natural
disasters. By 184 A.D, the founder "Tai Pin Taoism" Zhang Jiao, call on the people to
raise up, and over throw the corrupted East Han dynasty. With yellow turban strap to their
head and the slogan "East Han is dead, it's now Yellow turban's world, and Year of the Rat
and World peace will come." the Yellow turban revolution has started. This chaos war and
revolution lasted almost 100 years, until the Tri Dynasty Kingdoms started.
The game includes live chats, Hero training, and substantial war system. It has the
components of tight intense plot, multiform play method, rich content, amazing graphics,
and magnificent war scenes all in one. The dream of building your own troops and army to
run down other kingdoms, and rule with the most gorgeous girl of all times by your side,
You can become the king that rise above all.
To start the game in Tap Three Kingdoms, first you have to chose a dynasty. There are
three dynasty to chose from; <Wei> Cao Cao, <Shu> Liu Bei, <Wu> Sun Quan, depends on the
different dynasty you chose it has different graphic style. I would suggest you players
out there to try it out, because the experience of the historic dynasty is different and
phenomenal.
Language Support:
English, Chinese, German, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Russian
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch
* Requires iOS 3.0 or later
* 9.7 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Tap Three Kingdoms 1.0 is free and available worldwide through the App Store in the Games
category. It is also available on Google Play.
Tap Three Kingdoms 1.0:
http://en.tapsg.com/
Download from iTunes:
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https://itunes.apple.com/app/id540317181
Download from Google Play:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.tapsg.en
Screenshot 1:
http://a562.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/064/Purple/v4/ec/7f/30/ec7f30d7-233f-f96cfa62-baa58f2b4fca/mza_7086526958471394552.320x480-75.jpg
Screenshot 2:
http://a1582.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/093/Purple/v4/22/4c/c9/224cc9a8-0a1e-6d1ad6e6-a6a5e1c60997/mza_6083640115046068027.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
https://lh5.ggpht.com/p-1vaAUZK1QUc6zRhh6frtTheeLoJ9rd02dbTKOVkj0D3268Mz47yMs0HX
CueUJc7as=w124

Muhe Network is formed by a group of hardcore game players and crazy game developers, who
always have tons of innovative ideas for making better games. Most members have had
several years' experiences in developing and publishing MMO PC games in North America.
Now
motivated by a common goal based on the latest mobile game, these members teamed up to
challenge a new path on multi-platforms including iOS, Android and Windows Phone 7.
Copyright (C) 2012 Muhe Network. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod
and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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